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Principle: Design thinking is the human-

centered methodology for problem-

solving that's used in UX design.

PROBLEM  STATEMENT :

Angel needs a way to eliminate the guesswork of
gift-giving because he enjoys giving helpful gifts
that people need.

DESIGN THINKING1.

Exercise: Stanford d.school Design

Thinking Crash Course

Objective: Redesign the gift-giving

process for a partner in 90 minutes

(prototype and problem statement right).

Reflection: Design thinking encourages

creativity when faced with a challenging

problem.



 

Netflix's search function makes me

feel SATISFIED and INTRIGUED

because my need for EASE, SUPPORT,

and DISCOVERY are being met.
Principle: UX designers must research

and understand user emotions because

emotions guide decisions and actions

2. USER PSYCHOLOGY

Exercise: Netflix and Disney Plus

feelings and needs website analyses

Objective: Analyze 2 websites for how

they make you feel and why in relation

to UX and UI elements (example right)

Reflection: Understanding your own feelings

is a good starting point. I discovered my

negative opinion of Disney Plus was related

to its bad design compared to Netflix.



 

Principle: UX designers use research to

empathize with users and see experiences

through users' eyes.

3. USER EMPATHY

Exercise: Undercover Boss Empathy Maps

Objective: Use an episode of Undercover

Boss as a research source to build empathy

maps (right) for a boss and employee.

Reflection: UX designers must focus on

details during research to form accurate

insights about users. Empathy maps help

show where research is lacking and

further discovery is needed.



 

Principle: UX designers build personas,

fictional user profiles that synthesize and

communicate user insights, to keep projects

user-focused and make design decisions.

4. PERSONAS

Exercise: Netflix Personas

Objective: Build 2 personas of Netflix

users, 1 based on yourself and 1

hypothetical (right).

Reflection: Don't let yourself accidentally

bleed in to personas. Base them on user

research, not assumptions. Designing for

everyone leads to designs that help no one.



 

Principle: UX designers define problems

by building actionable statements called

problem statements using specific types

of users, their needs, and insights about

them found through research.

THE  WEATHER  CHANNEL

Users who travel or have family and friends
living in different places NEED to be able to
save and view multiple preferred locations'
forecasts BECAUSE they often care about the
weather in their current locations as well as
other locations far away at the same time.

5. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Exercise: App POV Statements

Objective: Read user reviews of 3 apps to

form POV statements for them (right).

Reflection: Making problem statements

active and with the right amount of detail

helps spark ideas for solutions. I was

immediately inspired by my statements.

DARK  SKY  WEATHER

Users who have outdoor work, exercise, and
leisure activities NEED to use radar with
robust functionality and multiple modes
BECAUSE it provides them minute-by-minute
precision in their weather forecasts that
enables strategic scheduling.

ACCUWEATHER

Users who live in areas where sudden severe
weather is common NEED to receive detailed,
accurate weather alerts on their mobile
devices BECAUSE time is of the essence in
emergency weather situations and wasting
time can endanger them.



 

Principle: To solve UX design problems,

create as many ideas as possible, even crazy

ones, using various ideation techniques.

SKETCH  EXAMPLE

6. IDEATION

Exercise: Braindumping, Sketching,

Worst Possible Idea, and Analogies

Objective: Use different ideation

techniques to create ideas (right) to solve

for my weather app POV statements.

Reflection: Certain techniques are best for

creating and communicating certain types

of ideas. Choose the techniques that are

best for a project's or team's needs.

ANALOGIES  EXAMPLES

How can The Weather Channel be more
like Find My Friends?
How can The Weather Channel be more
like the G Suite of apps?

WORST  POSSIBLE  IDEAS  EXAMPLES

"Mix and Match Forecasts" - put data points
from different locations together in to one
forecast on home screen of app
Region lock forecast access, require
additional subscription for every region or
country you want forecasts for



 

Principle: Journey maps are a visual

representation of a specific user experience

scenario which help UX designers empathize

with users and see their emotional trajectory.

7. JOURNEY MAPS

Exercise: Netflix Journey Map

Objective: Create a journey map of the

cord-cutting experience using my Netflix

persona "Barb."

Reflection: Linear visualization of the

course of an experience helps to

highlight pain points and gaps in the

experience, sparking ideas for solutions.



BONUS :  UX  IS  ALL  ABOUT  PEOPLE

It's easy to be scared of exploring UX. Just the term

itself can sound technical and complicated. Don't

worry. UX design may often be talked about in

conjunction with technology, but what I've learned is

that it's really about everything we do as humans. You

don't have to be a computer whiz to understand UX,

you just have to be interested in people and in solving

their problems.

 


